China's "open door" policies and economic reforms since the death of Mao Zedong and the end of the Cultural Revolution have radically altered the state's ability to control the mass media and popular cultural production. This course examines the implications of this process for national, ethnic and gender identities among diverse citizens of the Chinese state on one hand, and for CCP efforts to maintain its political hegemony on the other. Through readings, film and video clips and discussions, we will explore different genres of cultural production in contemporary China in their sociohistorical contexts and in relation to recent Marxist and feminist debates about the production, interpretation and subversion of dominant ideologies in mass media. This perspective will shed light on the actually complex processes through which "popular" and "elite", "state" and "local" contexts are constructed in China, and allow us to interrogate recent assumptions construing "globalization", "westernization", "sinification", or "modernization" as inevitably homogenizing and leveling forces.

Course Requirements
Late Paper Policy: Deadlines are strict. Barring personal crisis, family emergency, or severe illness (please let me know ahead of time if you can), all late papers will be subject to one half grade off per day late. Except for abrupt crises, no requests for extensions will be heard within 48 hours before the deadline (that includes for reasons of computer malfunctioning, minor illnesses or being "behind").

Summary of Requirements
• Avid Participation:
  • Regular attendance
  • Prompt completion of assignments
  • Discussion questions and leadership
  • Discussion participation
  • 4 2-page informal Film Commentaries (Due Fridays after film screened outside of class)
  • 2-page informal Theory Commentary 1
  • 2-page informal Theory Commentary 2
  • 5-7 page Midterm Paper
  • 7-10 page Final Paper

Course Organization
Classes will revolve around student-led discussions and presentations. There will be two formal analyses and 6 informal commentaries, 2 on theoretical paradigms we discuss in the beginning of the semester and 4 (out of a possible 9) film commentaries on films screened outside of class.

I will expect your avid participation--including regular attendance, prompt completion of assignments, and active involvement in in-class discussions whenever possible. In fact, class participation and attendance will comprise a significant portion of your grade.
Reading and writing assignments are meant to encourage close, critical engagement with the texts and the issues they raise. The reading load is moderate to heavy and it is assigned thematically per week. Weekly further readings and website links are provided for your use. The further readings are ones that are especially relevant or provide differing viewpoints; they offer points of departure for deepening your understanding of particular issues.

I) Perspectives on Media and Social Power

Week One - Goals and Perspectives

Chronology: The Trajectory of Reforms in China
Class 1 First Day: Introductions and Goals
Class 2 Perspectives: shifting terrains and mobile identities

Week Two - Perspectives on "Media" and "The Masses"

Class 1: Commodities, Alienation and Deception?
Class 2: Contested Meanings: The Cultural Politics of Representation and Mass Communication
  • Hall, Stuart. "Encoding/Decoding," in Media Studies: a Reader (10 pp.)

Commentary 1 Due Friday

Week Three - Difference and Power in Globalization

Chronology: Nation-State Building in China
Class 1: Contesting National Communities

Class 2: "Globalizing" Forces and their Discontents

Commentary 2 Due Friday

II) Historical Precedents: The Emergence of Mass Culture in China

Week Four - Late Imperial and Republican Era

Chronology: Late Imperial and Early Modern Transitions in China

Class 1: Foundations: Ming-Qing transitions
• Rawski, Evelyn. "Economic and Social Foundations of Late Imperial Culture," in Johnson, Nathan and Rawski, (Eds.), Popular Culture in Late Imperial China. Berkeley: Univ. of CA Press, 1985. (30 pp.).
• Johnson, David. "Communication, Class and Consciousness in Late Imperial China," in Johnson, Nathan and Rawski, (Eds.), Popular Culture in Late Imperial China. Berkeley: Univ. of CA Press, 1985. (38 pp.).

Class 2: Popular and New Mass Genres: Republican Era
• Leo Ou-Fan Lee and Andrew Nathan. "the Beginnings of Mass Culture: Journalism and Fiction in the Late Ch'ing and Beyond," in Johnson, Nathan and Rawski, (Eds.), Popular Culture in Late Imperial China. Berkeley: Univ. of CA Press, 1985. (35 pp.).

Week Five - The propaganda state? Popular media and the "mass line" during the Maoist years

Chronology: The Maoist Years in China
Film assignment: "Yellow Earth", 90 min (Bio 19, 5 pm)

Class 1: Producing the "broad masses": Maoist thought work
• Mao Zedong. 1942. Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art. Online at marxist.org

Film clip: Mao's Little red video

Class 2: Interpretations and subversions?

Midterm Paper Handout

III) China's 2nd Revolution? Reform-era Transitions

Week Six - Shifting Identities: The Shape of Everyday Life
Chronology: The Trajectory of Reforms in China
Film Assignment: Ermo (1994), 93 min (5 pm, Bio 19)
Class 1: Competing Attempts to Produce and Control "the Masses": "Modernization", Economic Shifts and the State

Class 2: Re-shaping everyday life through consumption and new communications infrastructure

Week Seven - Mass Media and the Reform-Era State
Chronology: The Trajectory of Reforms in China
Film Assignment: The Gate of Heavenly Peace, 77 min (5 pm, Bio 19)
Class 1: The expansion of state-sponsored media

**Class 2: Proliferating Genres and Voices: Dangers to the state**

• Yang, Mayfair. "Film Discussion Groups in China: State Discourse or Plebian Public Sphere?" in *Visual Anthropology Review* 10/1, 1994, pp 112-125.

**Midterm Paper** due Friday

---

**Spring Break: March 21-25**

**Week Eight - Advertising, Culture and Commercialization**

Film Assignment: Big Shot's Funeral (5 pm, Bio 19), 100 min

*Tues, March 29 The state and the lure of commercialization*

• Barme, Geremie. "Ch. 9: CCP & Adcult PRC," in In the Red. (20 pp.).

*Thurs. March 31: Producing consumer identities and spaces*

• Dutton, Michael. "Market Trainings", in Streetlife China. (12 pp.).

---

**IV) Media Effects Media Uses: Interpretations and Subversions**

**Week Nine: Television and the Reshaping of Everyday Life**

Film Assignment: No Sex, No Violence, No News, 1995 (5 pm, Bio 19), 55 min

**Class 1: TV and Everyday Life**
Week Ten - New Virtual Worlds: The Cultural Politics of the Internet

Class 1: State and "Civil Society"

Class 2: Censorship and Subversions

Final Paper Handout

Week Eleven - Video Gaming, Subcultures and the Construction of Youth
Film Assignment: Gold Farmers, (Bio 19, 5 pm), 39 min.
Class 1: Online Communities and Youth
- Golub and Lingley. “Just Like the Qing Empire”: Internet Addiction, MMOGs, and Moral Crisis in Contemporary China, Games and Culture 3: 59-75, January 2008.

Class 2: Online Games and Gold Farming

Week Twelve - Constructing Gender and Sexuality
Film assignment: Through Chinese Women's Eyes,(5 pm, Bio 19), 53 min

Class 1: Consumer Sexuality and Shifting Gender Identities

Class 2: Virtual Gendered Spaces

Week Thirteen - Chineseness and Contested Nationalisms in the Media Age
Film Assignment: Boomtown Beijing (Online)

Class 1: The Olympic Year and Spectacular Nationalism

Class 2: New Hanism and the future of "Multinational" China

Final Paper Due Mon

The Trajectory of Reform in China
"An early spring has arrived in the south of China...As we embark on a new year, the heroic stature of Shenzhen will allow it to make yet another grand advance on the road of the open door and reform. Deng Xiaoping, the grand architect of the open door and reform policies, the dearly beloved comrade of all the peoples of China, has visited Shenzhen! (Journalist Chen Xitian's preface to his report on Deng's Tour of the South, 1992).

1949 Communist victory, in civil war against the Guomindang (GMD or KMT). "Liberation" of China, establishment of PRC under the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).

1958 Great Leap Forward. Mao tries to mobilize country to quickly modernize and achieve pure Communism in one step. Mass kitchens, day care organized, women encouraged to work, industry emphasized. These policies led to massive famine 1959-61.

1966-1976 The "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution". In order to re-establish his power in Beijing, Mao encourages radical youth to organize (as "Red Guards) and destroy the "elites", launches "Destroy the 4 olds" Campaign. Red Guard factional fighting sends country into anarchy.

1976 Death of Mao Zedong. His widow, Jiang Qing, tries to maintain radical policies.

1978 Rise of new moderate government. Jiang Qing and 3 associates (called the "Gang of Four") arrested, imprisoned, and scapegoated for failures of the Cultural Revolution.

Dec. 1978 The dominance of Deng Xiaoping is confirmed at the 3rd plenum of
11th Central Committee. Deng introduces new pragmatic economic reforms--initiated the decollectivization of agriculture, the beginning of the "household responsibility system", and declared an "open door" to foreign investment. Advocates polices for "4 modernizations".

1979 Govt. designated SE coastal regions Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen and Shantou as "Special Economic Zones" (SEZ) to encourage foreign trade.

1978-9 Rise and suppression of Democracy Wall movement. Students and intellectuals such as Wei Jingsheng and Fu Yuehua protesting for greater political freedoms arrested and imprisoned.

1980-81Govt. campaign against "bourgeois liberalism" in the arts and media.

1982 New state and party constitutions, new codes of law implemented.
1983-1985 Full set of moderate economic reforms introduced and systematized.
1983 Household responsibility system introduced. Scope of mandatory economic planning reduced, state enterprise autonomy increased, foreign trade decentralized.

1983 Govt. campaign against "spiritual pollution" in ideology and culture. Begins with criticism of critical neo-Marxist intellectuals and extends to attempts of local leaders to restrict youth from indulging in "western" popular culture.

1985-89 Emboldened by political reforms aimed at combating govt. corruption and direct administrative control over the economy, students and intellectuals engage in intensive "culture fever" debates about the future of China and political reform.

Dec. 1986 Student protests in several Chinese cities over university issues coalesce into more general calls for greater "freedom" and "democracy". The Party moves to suppress dissent, and the more radical reform-minded general secretary of the Party, Hu Yaobang, was forced to resign.

Jan. 1987 Renewed campaign against "bourgeois liberalization".

Spring 1989 Massacre in Tiananmen square. Deng Xiaoping calls in PLA troops to crackdown on massive student protests in Beijing demanding "democracy", and an end to official corruption. Begin period of purging of intellectuals, suppression of media expression in a renewed campaign against "spiritual pollution".

January 1992 Deng Xiaoping's "Tour of the South"; after period of social and economic retrenchment, Deng takes inspection tour of the south. His speeches oppose cautious party purists and urged people to experiment with radical economic opening up in order to achieve prosperity. (Ironically) calls for more "liberalization of thought".
Nation/State-building in China

**late 1700s** - Europeans come to China to trade for silk, porcelains and tea. They are confined by the Qing court to the southern port of Canton.

**1839** - Chinese authorities in Canton seize and destroy millions of dollars worth of British opium, British retaliate with punitive expedition, thus starting Opium Wars.

**1842** - China loses the Opium Wars and is forced to sign the Treaty of Nanjing, opening China to foreign trade and giving Hong Kong Island to Britian.

**1898** - Emperor Guang Xu announces a series of reforms to prepare the way for a constitutional monarchy. Dowager Empress Ci Xi leads a coup d'etat and has Emperor Guang Xu imprisoned. The British acquired a ninety-nine-year lease over the so-called New Territories of Kowloon which increased the size of their Hong Kong colony. Britain, Japan, Russia, Germany, France, and Belgium each gained spheres of influence in China.

**1911** Fall of last imperial dynasty, the Qing, to Republican forces. Sun Yatsen returns from the U.S. But powerful regional leader Yuan Shikai had taken power. Yuan Shikai was sworn in as provisional president of the Republic of China 1912.

**1911-1949** Tumultuous period of nation-building; centralized political control collapses into competing regional warlords and civil war between KMT and CCP. Threats and humiliating defeats from imperialist Japan and western states.

- **1912-1927** Early Republican
- **1928-1949** Nationalist

**May 4, 1919 May Fourth Movement**: Chinese students and merchants protest Japanese interference and corruption in the warlord govt. in Beijing, new national identity formed--"the Chinese People" (Zhonghua Minzu). Intellectual movement called "New Culture Movement"

**Oct. 1919** Sun Yatsen establishes Guomindang (KMT) in Guangdong as rival to govt. in Beijing.

**1920** In March the Society for Study of Marxist Theory was founded by Li Dazhao. In May the Chinese Communist Party was secretly founded in Shanghai, with Chen Duxiu as the leader.

**1925 Death of Sun Yatsen.** Chiang Kaishek succeeds him. Leads troops on Northern Expedition to conquer northern warlords. By 1926 he represses opposition to become paramount leader of KMT. Conflict between his faction and Communists grows.
1927 Chiang Kaishek purges Communists from KMT, and destroys Communist headquarters in Shanghai, establishes anti-Communist govt. in Nanjing.

1931 Japan seizes Manchuria.

1934 Mao Zedong rises as leader of Communist Red Army after organizing among peasants in Hunan. Leads 100,000 communists fleeing KMT persecution on Long March across the country. Set up headquarters at Yan'an in Shaanxi province. Organizes peasants and sets down vision for national future.

1945 Defeat of Japan, and return to civil war between KMT and CCP forces.

1949 CCP wins civil war; establishes the "multinational state" of the People's Republic of China. Chiang Kai-shek and a few hundred thousand Nationalist troops fled from the mainland to the island of Taiwan.

1953 Chinese scholars begin massive effort to investigate and define "minzu" groups. 400 different groups initially claim separate identities; 56 eventually recognized by the state, with "Han" defined as the majority, all others as "minority" minzu.
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